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Abstract 

This thesis looks into the ever-changing industry of advertising and the 

discussion of diversity. Advertising is one of the biggest influences in the modern world 

and can help to shape the views of many. Because of this it is imperative that the 

advertising industry realize that they have a diversity problem. From the ads themselves 

to the people creating the ads, diversity is becoming an important talking point that 

needs to take priority. People want to see themselves in the media that they consume. It 

has been proven that when diversity is done effectively that people will be more inclined 

to purchase from that brand. Advertisers are missing out on a large consumer base by 

not actively showcasing diverse groups of people.  
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Process Analysis Statement 

When I started thinking about my thesis last year I knew that I wanted to focus on 

advertising in some way. I wanted my thesis to be related to my major and be 

something that I was passionate about. I thought about creating my own ad or some 

other creative project. I thought about incorporating my French minor by looking at the 

differences in international advertising. I thought over these ideas and a few others and 

wasn’t convinced that any of them were what I wanted to do. 

I decided to sit down and think about what I am passionate about: 

environmentalism, LGBTQ+ rights, Black Lives Matter, human rights, and promoting 

diversity. I then looked at what was going on in the world and realized that many of the 

things I was passionate about revolved around diversity and were relevant to 

discussions that were taking a big part in the media. With this I knew I wanted to focus 

on diversity and connect it to my major by making it about diversity in advertising.  

After deciding on my topic and getting it approved by the Honors College, it was 

time to start working the research to back up my argument that advertising with diversity 

is important and should be done right. I have spent the majority of my time in college 

working at the Reference Desk at the library, so research is a skill I am well acquainted 

with. I started my research by looking through the university’s databases to decide 

which one would be the best for my research. After choosing a database I went and 

started looking for articles related to diversity and advertising. Some of the searches I 

narrowed down by minority groups to get more specific articles. I made sure all of these 

articles were academic or from reputable sources so that my thesis was accurate and 

reputable.  
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Once the research was partially done it was time to start writing the outline and 

the actual thesis. While writing I looked at the research I did and critiques from my 

writing accountability group. One suggestion was to add images to give visuals for my 

argument. This then led me to doing more research for specific cases and images 

related to my topic. Through all of this I am continuing to write and add to my thesis 

paper.  

My final steps include more critiques from my accountability groups and meeting 

with Dr. Rutter. I made sure to read through and edit my thesis several times to make 

sure that there were no errors with my spelling and grammar. I learned a lot through this 

process and hope that I can take what I learned and apply this information to future 

jobs. I also hope that others in advertising and media can learn from this thesis and 

work towards diversifying the industry. 

Throughout this process I discovered that while there has been some progress 

made in the past few years when it comes to diversity, but there are still a lot of 

progress that needs to be made. While some of the more obvious issues in diversity 

that we saw 50 years ago are no longer there, the stereotypes and underlying issues 

are still there. 

So little research has been done on the topic, and what has been done can be 

hard to read and very technical in terminology. This made it difficult for me to find the 

needed quantitative information to state my thesis. This became my biggest challenge 

while writing this thesis. 
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The Importance of Diversity in Advertising 

Our society today is heavily influenced by the media and what we see online. 

One of the biggest factors in this is advertising. For years advertising has reflected the 

values and beliefs of society, but it also can influence society as well. Advertising can 

help change the way that people see the world and others around them. This is why 

advertising, whether good or bad, is very important when discussing diversity and why it 

is needed. In this paper I will be going over some of the research that has been done on 

this topic and will look at the effects of genuine versus token diversity and how the 

public responds to the increase in diversity within advertising.  

 To start I will define genuine diversity and tokenism. These two ways of 

portraying diverse groups of people and can greatly affect the credibility and audience 

reactions to the ad. Genuine diversity is when diversity within the ad feels honest and 

realistic to the people that it is representing. It is most important that the people being 

represented feel like the advertisement is genuine, rather than people outside of that 

representation group. The people featured in the ad accurately reflect the beliefs and 

actions of the company.  Diverse people aren’t added to the ad just for the sake of 

making the company look better in the eyes of the public. One example of this is 

Rihanna’s makeup company, Fenty Beauty. When the line first launched people were 

amazed that the foundation range was 40 shades and the pictures included both men 

and women and people of all different ethnicities. With this though people questioned 

why none of Rihanna’s models were transgender. She responded that she wasn’t going 

to go out looking for a transgender model just for the sake of having a transgender 

model. She felt that it would not be genuine.  
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(Fenty Beauty, 2017) This image is just a small number of the models used for the 
launch of Fenty Beauty.  
 

Tokenism is when a company uses diversity in their advertising, but it does not 

reflect the actual beliefs and people of the company. This can cause backlash from 

members of diverse communities because they may feel like they are being used to 

make the company look better. Tokenism can often be seen in brochures and other 

materials for companies and colleges. This is often done with pictures where each 

person in the picture is a different race, ethnicity, gender, or sexuality. These pictures 

feel forced and unrealistic to most consumers. Companies should actively work to avoid 

tokenizing the people that they are trying to represent.  

Tokenism can also be seen when a singular diverse person is added to a 

commercial or show so that the company can say that they are diverse. This is often 

referred to as the “Token _____ Character”, depending on what role they are serving. 

Many times, this role is for the best friend, the maid, or some other role to help progress 

the main, usually white, character’s storyline. While this is not usually thought of as an 
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issue in advertising since ads are short and there is no room for long character 

progressions, we can still see this happening with diverse actors/representation being 

pushed into the background to make room for the white lead. 

 
(Forbes, 2019) This photo is a great example of how tokenism is often used in 
advertising. Everyone in the image looks different in race and gender.  
 
 Another important thing to look at to fully understand this topic is the history of 

advertising and why diversity is still an issue within the industry today. Most of the 

original advertising agencies here in America were run and founded by white men. Very 

few agencies were run by African Americans until the 1960s when there was a rush to 

advertise to black consumers (Chambers). This surge in black owned advertising 

agencies did not last long though. Even at its height only five percent of the advertising 

workforce was comprised of black and Hispanic workers (Wheaton). Predominately 

white ads still took up the majority of space and this is still often the case today. Women 

have also had an ongoing struggle to make it into the advertising world. Other issues 
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such as sexism, blackface, racism, and homophobia were also common in ads from the 

past. These ads all reflected the popular views at the time, but they also helped to 

spread those views by making it commonplace. This is why diversity in advertising is so 

important today, it can help to shape the views of the consumers it reaches. When 

people see themselves on screen and they see those that are different from them 

sharing that same screen it can help bring those two groups together.  

 

(NK Fairbank Co., businessinsider.com) This ad depicts some of the racism of older 
advertising by implying that the black child is dirty and that the white child is clean. This 
can be seen in both the caption of the photo and the way the two children are dressed. 
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(Alcola, businessinsider.com) This is one of many ads from the 50’s that depicted 
women as weak and unable to do basic tasks unless a company makes something 
easier for them, in this case an easy open bottle of ketchup. The fact that a woman can 
open it is highly emphasized. 
 
 Next, I would like to look at both the positive and negative effects and reactions 

that come with adding diversity into advertising and media. There are many positives 

when a company starts diversifying their ads. The ads reach a larger audience. People 

like to see themselves in the media they consume when that media is genuine with their 

portrayal of people. There has been a lot of research that proves these points and 

shows an increase in sales when diversity is honest and genuine.  

 The first positive effect that I mentioned is that a diverse ad will reach a larger 

audience. People connect more with a product and a brand when they see themselves 

represented. Consumers like feeling like they matter to the company that they are 

buying from. Representation can come in all forms. It doesn’t/shouldn’t be the center of 

attention is the ad. That is when it borders into tokenism for many people. A study by 

Enrica N. Ruggs, Jennifer Ames Stuart, and Linyun W. Yang, The effect of traditionally 

marginalized groups in advertising on consumer response, found that showing non-
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traditional (LGBTQ+) families in most cases had positive responses from most 

consumers. The positive or neutral responses far outweighed the negative responses in 

this study. This study showed that the normally underrepresented group would have a 

more activist response to buying the product when represented, while traditionally 

represented groups often did not have strong feelings either way, unless it went strongly 

against core values. The group that did react negatively though is often the smallest 

group. 

In Bim Adewunmi’s 2012 article Melanin without tokenism, she discusses her 

feeling of excitement when seeing an ad that heavily featured black women like her, 

while not making the ad about her skin color. In many cases she argues that “white” is 

the default and that when people of color are shown their skin color/race is what is 

focused on. Historically people of color have had to have been perfect to be showcased 

in any way by the media. They had to be the “model minority”. Adewunmi goes on to 

state in her article that this is slowly changing as more and more people of color are 

being shown on screen. She points to a commercial featuring singer Janelle Monáe. 

This commercial created a lot of buzz online and got people talking. Black women were 

excited to see someone on screen that looks like them in a normal situation ad. No one 

was perfect, and the representation felt genuine. 
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(Sonos, 2012) This image is from Sonos’ 2012 ad featuring actress and musician 
Janelle Monáe and several other individuals of color. They are dancing and seen 
enjoying the music that is playing.  
 

A growing call for representation has been from the LGBTQ+ community within 

the last several years. With the legalization of gay marriage in 2015 and the outlawing of 

conversion therapy in many states, more LGBTQ+ people feel comfortable being open 

about their sexuality and/or gender. This opens up another market for advertisers to 

reach. Just like other minorities, LGBTQ+ people want to see themselves represented in 

a healthy and realistic way in the media. LGBTQ+ people and allies also have a strong 

media presence and have influenced major companies like Hallmark to allow ads that 

show same sex relationships to air. An ad by the wedding company Zola created much 

debate in 2019 over the inclusion of a lesbian couple kissing at the altar. Despite 

controversy for the ad, Zola still received a lot of positive feedback from the public. This 

positive feedback then led to more people visiting the company website. In cases where 

diversity is genuine, like in the Zola commercial, people from within the minority 

community represented often react positively and are more likely to use the brand in the 

future. 
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(Zola, 2019) This image is a screenshot from Zola’s 2019 wedding ads. While four other 
couples were featured in this campaign, only the ad featuring a lesbian couple was 
considered to be offensive by conservative groups. As mentioned earlier this was the 
only ad that the conservative groups like. One Million Moms (Knowles). 
 
 People with disabilities are often misrepresented by advertisers and companies 

because they tend to look down on people with disabilities. Just like with people of color 

and LGBTQ+ people, if companies and advertisers took the time to learn about and 

understand disabled people, they would be able to reach an even wider audience for 

their products or services. When Target announced a line of children's clothing that was 

adaptable and sensory friendly there was a rush to buy from the company. Parents 

were happy to have a major retailer that cared about making adaptable clothing easily 

accessible. Along with this the ads that Target ran for this line of clothing featured 

children that had disabilities and children who didn’t, but the disability wasn’t the focus 

of the ad. The happy kid in their new clothes was. This is a great example of diversity 
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without tokenism. Target has also added adult adaptive clothing to their line up in recent 

years.   

 

(Target, 2019) This image showcases the line of accessible costumes that Target 
released in 2019. 
 
 Women make a large percentage of buyers in the United State but are often 

underrepresented in advertisements and media. While this issue is not as prevalent as it 

once was, women still need more representation. Much of the representation that 

women do get is still clouded in sexism and outdated ideas about what a woman should 

be. Women are often portrayed in a manner that is either overly sexual or very 

conservative, traditional housewife like.  Since women have such large buying power it 

would make sense for brands to feature them in their ads. Compared to the other 

minorities discussed above, women, especially white women, are more often 

represented and that number is growing. Women have buying power and when 

companies represent them, they are more likely to buy. 
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(Calvin Klein) This image is just one of many that are often seen in advertising for luxury 
perfumes. Over time many of these ads have had to been pulled for their over 
sexualization of women. 

 

(Mothercare, 2015) This ad from Mothercare drew controversy for portraying young girls 
as stereotypical housewives and implying that women are supposed to be the ones 
taking care of the housework.  
 
 Like with most things along with the positive reactions that we see when diversity 

is done right in advertising, there can also be some negative effects and reactions. 

Sometimes these negatives are because the minority group represented feels like they 

were tokenized or made fun of in the advertisement. Other times it is not the minority 
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group that causes backlash or negative reactions, but it is the majority group that is not 

pleased with seeing diversity on screen. There can also come a point where a company 

adds so much diversity to their ads that they end up isolating the majority. While in most 

cases the positives outweigh the negatives, we still must take a look at why these 

negatives come up and if we need to avoid them. 

 As discussed in the introduction, tokenism is a big problem not just in advertising 

but in all forms of media. Not all instances of tokenism are done by companies to try 

and make themselves look good, but that does not erase the way it makes minority 

groups feel. When people feel like they are being falsely represented they are less likely 

to have a favorable opinion of the brand or buy from them in the future.  

 Ingenuine representation, or tokenism, can sometimes be referred to checking 

the boxes or the “token ____ character” trope. The Forbes article, “Improving Diversity 

and Inclusivity In Advertising”, by Shereta Williams says, “Even the most well-meaning 

diversity initiatives can go awry when companies focus on stopgap solutions. Adding 

one woman or person of color won’t fix this problem because representation isn’t a 

“one-and-done” issue.” Williams does a great job in pointing out how adding just one 

character of color or woman into an ad does not make it diverse and how it can make 

an ad feel forced. As discussed earlier in this paper, ingenuine representation or 

tokenism can cause a lot of harm and upset within the represented group. The group 

and allies of the group may end up boycotting the brand or petition for the brand to 

remove the ad online. It is important to get input from any minority group that you plan 

to feature in an ad. In most cases simply performing a focus group or having a diverse 

staff can help avoid problems with ingenuine representation or tokenism. 
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(Getty Images) Diverse group of students on a college campus. 

Colleges are a big offender when it comes to using tokenism in their advertising. 

They often use images like the one above to try and show that they are a diverse 

college, even if they are not. Ball State is one of many universities that use images like 

this. The Fall 2020 enrollment data from Ball State show that 75.6 percent of students 

were white, 8.7 percent were black or African American, 6.8 percent were Hispanic, and 

less than two percent were Asian. Gender wise Balls State is 65 percent women, 34.4 

percent men, and point five percent undisclosed (Ball State University). In the image 

below the gender ratio is fairly accurate for the university, the racial ratio is not. While it 

is important for minorities to be represented in campus media, when minority groups are 

showcased in every photo it borders on tokenism and can be viewed in a negative light. 

Many universities are getting better about this and I noticed that Ball State has been 

less obvious about it in the four years that I have been here, but the tokenism is still 

there. 
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(Ball State University) This photo is displayed on the student life page of Ball State. 

 Diversity can also lead to controversy and backlash from majority members. 

Take the Zola wedding ad that featured a lesbian couple for example. While it received 

a lot of praise from the LGBTQ+ community, it angered a lot of conservative family 

groups. According to the Washington Post and the New York Times almost 30,000 

people signed a petition started by the One Million Moms, a conservative group that 

focuses on keeping the media “clean”.  Hallmark Channel initially pulled the ad from 

their network after the petition was started to appease the group. This decision created 

more backlash against the channel and Hallmark ended up reversing the decision and 

started running the ad again. With this controversy Zola fared well, especially with 

members of the LGBTQ+ community, after the ad aired. Hallmark on the other hand 

continued to receive backlash for how they handled the situation. Advertisers need to be 

prepared for backlash when showcasing diversity, in most cases with LGBTQ+ 

representation, and be prepared to defend their decision. In some cases, though when it 

is the represented group that complains though they do need to apologize and listen.  
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(@8w8h8y8, 2019) Hallmark’s decision to pull the Zola ad in 2019 led to a lot of debate 
and outrage on social media. The Tweet featured here is just one of many. 
 
 A company’s future could depend on how they approach diversity now. Rachel 

Noerdlinger sums up the future of advertising and communications in her 2016 Harvard 

International Review article, “The Imperative Need For Diversity In A Changing Media 

Landscape” by saying, “All in all, we are at a turning point in the world of 

communications and messaging and those that want to thrive need to get with the times 

and embrace modernization or get left behind. Diversity is the key to success by any 

measure and this means not just embracing cultural diversity but technological diversity. 

And technology companies better get more diverse instead of being male and white 

particularly in leadership positions. Companies must strive to make diversity a priority 

and a reality and companies and workplaces must become more integrated.” A 
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campaign by SAFE Credit Union saw a 30 percent increase in top-of-mind consideration 

for the brand after the campaign launched (Lawrence). 

 One way that agencies and companies can prevent things like tokenism and 

stereotyping is to make the companies themselves diverse. One of the biggest issues in 

advertising today is that there are not enough minority members within upper level 

positions. As I mentioned earlier in this thesis in 1967 only five percent of the 

advertising workforce were black or Hispanic. In 2008 the black workforce percentage in 

advertising was only 5.8 percent, less than a one percent increase from 1967. Only 3.2 

percent of executive or managerial positions were held by African Americans in 2008. 

(Wheaton) Studies on the exact numbers and percentages on the sales results from 

diverse campaigns are still very limited but they are showing that diversity does lead to 

an overall uptick in sales. 

 

(SAFE Credit Union, Lawrence) This is one of the credit union’s ads that depict a black 
father and his son. Ads like this led to an increase in interest in the brand. 
 
 Advertising plays a big role in our day to day lives even if we don’t realize it. It 

can influence how we see the world and those in it. This is why it is so important that 
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diversity is present in advertising, but also that the diversity is genuine to the people that 

it is representing. People want to see people who look like them on screen and in print. 

Not only does this help minorities feel seen and heard but it also can put a brand in a 

better standing with the consumers. And while diversity within advertising and the media 

has gotten much better within the past decade there is still a long way to go.  
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